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ABSTRACT 
Newly emerging urban IoT infrastructures are enabling 
novel ways of sensing how urban spaces are being used. 
However, the data produced by these systems are largely 
context-agnostic, making it difficult to discern what patterns 
and anomalies in the data mean. We propose a hybrid data 
approach that combines the quantitative data collected from 
an urban IoT sensing infrastructure with qualitative data con-
tributed by people answering specific kinds of questions in 
situ. We developed a public installation, Roam-io, to entice 
and encourage the public to walk-up and answer questions to 
suggest what the data might represent and enrich it with sub-
jective observations. The findings from an in the wild study 
on the island of Madeira showed that many passers-by 
stopped and interacted with Roam-io and attempted to make 
sense of the data and contribute in situ observations. 
Author Keywords 
Physical Data Installation; Urban Spaces/IoT; Data 
CSS Concepts 
• Human-centered computing~Interaction Design 
INTRODUCTION 
Sensor technologies are used for tracking people and animals 
in urban and rural spaces [48, 53]. The data collected are used 
to analyse movement patterns, people counts, etc., to better 
understand population and conservation concerns [48, 50, 
53]. The presence and movement of humans in a given place 
and time is typically detected by recording sounds, move-
ments or radio/WiFi signals emitted from a device they are 
carrying. While the streamed data, when aggregated tempo-
rally and spatially, provides new insights that are helpful for 
the purposes intended, they usually only offer a partial ac-
count of what is happening in the places where the monitor-
ing is taking place. Moreover, there can be anomalies, ab-
sences, noise and other deviations in the data that make it 

difficult for algorithms to determine what is really happen-
ing. While machine learning algorithms can identify such 
events, it is more difficult to generate possible reasons or ex-
planations about what is behind changes in the data. Moreo-
ver, these algorithms do not have the capability to capture 
opinions, perspectives and other contextual semantics.  

Following methods from citizen science, crowd-sourcing 
and a recent growing interest in general human-data interac-
tion, our research is concerned with how the general public 
can help with exploring and interpreting such data. We sug-
gest that they can provide information about the surround-
ings in which data is collected and, in doing so, offer expla-
nations about the data in context. In the same way as the gen-
eral public are called upon to help in forensic science, we 
propose they can play a role in forensic data science [13]. To 
examine what this role could be, we developed a public in-
stallation with the aim of engaging the public in interpret-
ing collected data about ‘people counts’, data about where 
people go around a popular tourist island (Madeira).  

Currently, Madeira, with only a population of 270,000 peo-
ple, has about 1.2 million tourists visiting it per annum (many 
arriving each day on large cruise ships). The motivation for 
choosing this domain is that the local authorities have be-
come increasingly concerned about the economic, ecological 
and social impact of tourism on the island. To track where 
tourists visit, an infrastructure has been set up throughout the 
island that measure people counts, using passive Wi-Fi 
hotspot analysis. The hotspots, dotted around the island, 
count the number of Wi-Fi-enabled devices within an area to 
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Figure 1. Roam-io: a physical installation that asks passers-by 
to answer a range of data questions. 

 



estimate the number of people in that region. While this can 
help assess the impact of visitors on areas on the island, it has 
so far only been able to provide a sketchy picture of activity 
on the island. The tourist board and local authorities are in-
terested in discovering more about what lies behind the data 
being collected and use it as a planning resource. 

In this paper, we explore how a new physical interface can 
help by enticing passers-by (tourists and locals) to provide 
additional data and their understanding of what the people 
data means.  Our approach was to see if passers-by would 
leverage their in-situ capability and knowledge to enrich the 
data with interpretations and their own observations. The 
physical installation, called Roam-io (see Fig. 1), was de-
signed to: (i) entice passers-by to walk up and interact with 
it, (ii) engage them in exploring data through visualizations 
and interactive questions, (iii) see whether they would help 
explain anomalies and changes in the data, and (iv) assess 
whether they were willing to complement the Wi-Fi data logs 
with their own interpretations and opinions. 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
While online crowdsourcing platforms provide opportunities 
for the public to contribute their data, automated tracking 
technology has so far provided fewer opportunities for hu-
man intervention. The idea of forensic social science [13] has 
been promoted as a new approach to data analysis: the com-
pilation and interpretation from unstructured data arising 
from digital traces that allows new theories to be generated. 
Within HCI, it is increasingly argued that we should be push-
ing more to bring humans into the data loop. For example, 
there have been calls for a human-data interaction (HDI) ap-
proach, that emphasizes placing “the human at the centre of 
the flows of data, and providing mechanisms for citizens to 
interact with these systems and data explicitly” [40].  Outside 
academia, similar calls for change are being put forward, 
such as the data humanism approach proposed by Lupi [33]. 
The question this raises is how best to engage the general 
public so they can (i) explore and engage with data, and (ii) 
help provide new understandings and possibly generate in-
sights about this data. One promising approach has been to 
provide visualisations on public displays. In particular, ask-
ing questions has been found to be a motivating factor for 
public engagement when exploring data sources, as ques-
tions can entice people’s curiosity [8, 32]. 
Public Data Visualizations 
Scientific and information visualizations have been devel-
oped to facilitate the analysis and communication of data [3, 
19]. Most visualizations are designed primarily for experts 
who have specific domain knowledge [1, 43]. However, now 
that large amounts of data have become accessible for the 
general public, it raises the question of how and whether the 
established information visualizations developed for expert 
use are legible and meaningful for non-experts. Pousman et 
al. [43] suggest four types of information visualization that 
might be suitably employed for a wider audience: (i) ambi-
ent, (ii) social, (iii) artistic and (iv) personal/persuasive. Am-

bient information visualizations [42] are interfaces that “re-
side in the environment” and require “attractive addition” to 
be noticed and usable in public spaces. Early examples in-
clude InfoCanvas [36] that allows people to explore data 
through a painting interface, the Information Percolator [21] 
that visualizes data through bubbles, and the Ambient Rabbit 
[37] that encodes data in an anthropomorphic shape, mim-
icking a rabbit. Other kinds of ambient visualisations are de-
signed to represent power consumption and energy usage. 
For example, PowerSockets [22] and What-I-See [44] visu-
alize the power consumption on power sockets using in situ 
visualizations. Other approaches have also explored how am-
bient displays can provide various forms of eco-feedback 
that is easy to understand and act upon [9, 10, 45]. 

In recent years, a number of physical visualizations have 
been developed, in the form of data sculptures [38], physi-
calizations [26] and physical ambient visualizations [24]. 
Likewise, the goal is to make data more accessible for non-
expert users through designing tangible interfaces. For ex-
ample, Vande Moere et al. [39] studied how to visualize en-
ergy consumption on house facades. Similarly, Koeman et al. 
[30, 31] visualized data about a busy high street in Cam-
bridge, UK, using a temporary chalk visualization. Loop [46] 
is an example of a physical data representation of personal 
activity. An innovative design was the Bicycle Barometer [5] 
that visualized opinions collected by passers-by. Mikusz et 
al. have also explored public awareness displays on IoT data 
[34]. These visualizations demonstrate that data can be suc-
cessfully conveyed in public/urban environments. However, 
the focus has been largely limited to presenting data to pass-
ers-by and homeowners in the form of non-interactive visu-
alisations. While opinions have been represented as aggre-
gate visualisations [12, 30], there has been little research in-
vestigating how the general public can be encouraged to in-
teract and interpret urban data through visualisations. 
Public Installations for Opinion Gathering 
A number of novel interfaces have been developed for sup-
porting public interaction with information [2, 25, 28, 41]. 
Early prototypes, like Opinionizer [2], demonstrated how 
technologies can be designed to allow people to express 
opinions, perspectives or share personal data. This led to a 
range of interactive technologies, focused on human-centred 
data collection.  Schroeter et al. [47] visualized public opin-
ions that were collected through tweets or text messages. 
Similarly, VoiceYourView [52] used speech recognition and 
natural language processing to gather real-time feedback in 
public spaces, while MyPosition [51] visualized live polls on 
large projection screens. Others have explored the efficacy 
of using physical tangible input mechanisms for public opin-
ion gathering. Koeman et al. [30] successfully deployed a 
three-button physical voting system to collect information 
about community issues. Taking a similar approach, Mood 
Squeezer [12] allowed users to express their mood by 
squeezing coloured balls placed in public spaces. PosterVote 
[49] allowed community members to vote on traffic calming 
measures. VoxBox [15] replaced the paper questionnaire 



with a large interactive installation using familiar physical 
knobs, dials and sliders to ask people questions. Similarly, 
Smalltalk [11] explored how physical questionnaires could 
help children articulate opinions. Sens-us [14] transformed 
the UK census into physical questionnaire kiosks. These 
studies reported that the public were drawn to them and will-
ing to share information and explore aggregated data.  

Another approach to data analysis is crowdsourcing [29], 
where work is done by a group of volunteers. Examples focus 
on mobile and situated crowdsourcing [16]. For example, 
CommunitySourcing [20] has been proposed to crowd-
source tasks in a physical space using an information kiosk, 
applying design principles from physical computing to facil-
itate crowd work. Goncalves et al. [17] explored how in situ 
crowdsourcing can be leveraged to estimate queue times. 
Similarly, Hosio et al. [23] studied situated crowdsourcing 
markets. Both demonstrated how in situ installations are an 
effective way of collecting feedback from the public.  
Human Data 
It is increasingly accepted that the role and practices around 
personal and corporate data systems can be better understood 
from the perspective of end users [4, 40]. However, the rise 
of public city-wide sensing infrastructures and data sensors 
are currently not in an accessible form to enable this to hap-
pen [35]. Previous studies have shown how tensions can arise 
between citizens and city-wide data infrastructures managed 
by central authorities [18, 35]. Few attempts, like Smart Cit-
izen [6], moved the data collection process into the public 
arena, creating a participatory data collection process. De-
spite making the data public in a crowdsourced way, it was 
not able to produce public insights or lead to public action 
[1]. Other attempts like the Urban Observatory [54] and 
DataBox [4] have since begun to democratize personal and 
city-wide data. However, we need to understand much more 
about what mechanisms and methods can be used to engage 
the public in meaningful human-data interaction. 
ROAM-IO 
Roam-io (Figure 1) is a public installation that provides pass-
ers-by in a public space, like a street or building, with the 
opportunity to explore and add their interpretations to data 
being collected via an urban IoT platform. It was designed as 
a voluntary walk-up and use interface, making it attractive 
and intuitive to use. It employs a question and answer inter-
face with the aim of encouraging passers-by to make sugges-
tions about urban data patterns presented to them in visuali-
sations and to describe what is happening around them. 
Beanstalk Sensing Infrastructure 
Although Roam-io was designed to work with any IoT sens-
ing network, for this particular deployment, the Beanstalk 
[55] urban sensing infrastructure was used. Located on Ma-
deira, Beanstalk was designed in collaboration with the local 
authorities and tourist board in an effort to better understand 
the impact of tourism on the island. Prior to our intervention, 
Beanstalk had been operational for one year. During this 
time, it has collected masses of raw data on tourist counts and 

people flows, using passive Wi-Fi hotspot analysis. How-
ever, the Beanstalk data has only been able to provide a 
rough approximate picture of where tourists go on the island 
and when. It was not clear, for example, why there were sud-
den peaks or troughs in the number of people at various lo-
cations at unexpected times, and how that impacts the differ-
ent regions. Although the system detects similar counts of 
people in a certain area on two different days, the perceived 
busyness and impact on the people present in that space 
might be different. The lack of qualitative insights when an-
alysing quantitative data sets poses challenges for reasoning 
and building an understanding of what is happening.  

The aim of our study was to see whether a public physical 
data installation like Roam-io could help obtain a more ex-
tensive understanding of these patterns and anomalies by 
asking people to add their knowledge, observations and in-
terpretation of the data.  In particular, we were interested in 
determining whether the public would engage and interact 
with Roam-io by adding related information that could help 
us understand the sensed activity patterns, such as de-
mographics or people’s perception of a place (e.g., perceived 
noise, busyness, and safety). 
Hybrid Data Collection through Questions 
Our hybrid data approach combines quantitative data col-
lected from a distributed urban sensor system with qualita-
tive data, contributed by passers-by. The motivation for the 
approach is to create a voluntary-based system that encour-
ages people to participate and learn more about the data. 
Hence, considerable thought went into what we should and 
could ask passers-by in terms of themselves, the environ-
ment, and the collected data sets. We decided upon 4 main 
types of questions: 
Type 1: Factual questions 
Factual questions help users reflect on their knowledge about 
the environment they are visiting and provide an insight into 
how much people know about the place they are visiting. 
Type 2: Contextual questions – demographic 
Demographic questions provide anonymized information 
about who is using the system, e.g., nationality, age, or visi-
tor history. This helps understand who is visiting the instal-
lation and how other answers can be interpreted.  
Type 3: Contextual questions – environment 
Asking people questions about their surroundings allows for 
collecting contextual information about what is happening in 
the vicinity of the deployed system. Examples such as the 
level of noise, busyness, or mood can help build a broader 
picture of the vibe at a particular point in time.  
Type 4: Data and visualization questions 
By showing people visualisations of the data collected in the 
area, they can become aware of what data is collected, and 
can comment, suggest or disagree with the interpretation of 
that data. This question type was made available in the form 
of visualizations for the public to inspect, comment, dismiss, 
or annotate with interpretations and opinions that the council 



or data scientists might not have anticipated. The visualiza-
tions were simplified visual representations of the real-time 
“raw” data used, showing trends, and changes. 
Design Principles Used for Roam-io 
Public physical interfaces can lead to much engagement and 
diverse participation from the public [11, 15, 25, 30]. Empir-
ical studies [28] and data design workshops [27] show how 
animate friendly-looking objects with anthropomorphised 
characteristics are more inviting, engaging and approachable 
compared to standard kiosks. Inspired by these findings, we 
designed Roam-io to have subtle anthropomorphised proper-
ties to create a friendly and open interface for people to ap-
proach in a public setting. To entice participation, Roam-io 
was based on 5 core design principles (derived from prior 
work) intended to facilitate public voluntary interactions: 
D1. Public: to enable the public to use the system, it should 

be designed for, positioned and used in public spaces. 
The system should be straightforward to use, yet provide 
options to express opinions, comments and perspectives. 
By placing the installation in a public space, it can sup-
port a broader community and social activities and inter-
actions around the display [2]. 

D2. Voluntary opt-in: participation should be on a voluntary 
basis without any predefined incentive or forcing func-
tion. To avoid forcing people to ‘complete’ a set of ques-
tions, the system is stateless and does not track the an-
swer- or completion state of individual users. The sys-
tem should allow users to easily walk up or walk away 
from the interface at any point in time. 

D3. Approachable: to ensure broad participation, the system 
should provide a noticeable curiosity invoking, and ap-
proachable interface that enables input from passers-by 
[26]. The system should be usable by individuals and 
groups to enable different type of answering patterns and 
interactions related to the data and questions. 

D4. Physical: rather than relying on touch interfaces or other 
gesture-based methods, the design should employ a con-
strained and unambiguous set of physical buttons that 
clearly communicate their purpose and provide a path of 
least resistance and low learnability [11, 15].  

D5. Anthropomorphism: to entice public participation and 
overcome display and interaction blindness [25], the de-
sign should incorporate subtle anthropomorphised ele-
ments to make the installation more approachable, 
friendly-looking and recognizable to passers-by. 

Roam-io Interface 
Figure 2 shows the design of the physical interface compo-
nents of Roam-io. The inputs and outputs are designed to be 
distinct and ‘obvious’ as to where to read the questions and 
how to answer them. Two main panels are used: a visualiza-
tion panel at the top of the installation (Fig. 2A), and an in-
teraction panel at the bottom (Fig. 2B). The top visualization 
panel (Fig. 2A) comprises two displays: (i) an upper display 
that shows information sources, such as the visualisations re-
lated to the question asked of the user; and (ii) a central dis-
play that shows the questions or feedback text.  

Interface and Design Features 
Roam-io’s central display presents the user with the infor-
mation related to the island, while the top display is used to 
show auxiliary data, such as visualisations. The two-display 
approach enables each output space to be associated with a 
particular function (the prompting question and the auxiliary 
information needed to answer the question). At the top of 
Roam-io’s central display are two protruding spheres de-
signed to look like a big pair of eyes, each with a white centre 
and surrounding blue iris. These were designed to appear as 
if Roam-io is attending to the user as they interact with it. 
They also act as progress bars, providing a visual indication 
for how long an answer will be displayed. A button mounted 
underneath the central display is used to start the interaction. 
This button is dressed up as a bow-tie to provide a further 
form of subtle anthropomorphism, suggestive of an agent, 
who serves up questions in a playful way. These two features 
provided a level of anthropomorphism that suggest, draw and 
sustain a user’s attention. A language switch attached to the 
right side of the top display allows users to toggle between 
English and Portuguese – to accommodate for both locals 
and tourists. To answer questions, the bottom interaction 
panel (Fig. 2B) provides three answer fields. The adjacent 
buttons act as the input selectors for answering the questions. 
The user can select one of the two predefined answers or se-
lect a third ‘other’ option. Pre-defined options allow for 
quick responses; while the other option enables users to enter 
information themselves. Selecting the third ‘open’ option, il-
luminates the keyboard to allow the user to write a response. 
The choice for 3 answers was governed by our design goal 
(and prior work [11, 15, 25, 30]) to make the system easy to 
use. Furthermore, the questions were tailored for 3 answers. 
Modes and Interaction 
Roam-io has four modes. When not in use, the central display 
shows a message inviting people to press the blinking start 

 
Figure 2. The interface components of Roam-io. 
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button located on Roam-io’s bow-tie (Fig. 3A). This button 
is intended to entice people to approach Roam-io. When 
pressing the start button (Fig. 3B), Roam-io goes into ques-
tion mode and a question appears on the centre display (Fig. 
3C). If the question relates to data, the auxiliary visualization 
appears in the top display (Fig. 3C). For example, when ques-
tions are asked about data, an animated visualization (Fig. 6) 
is shown. The top display supplements the data with photos, 
videos or animations relevant to the question. During the 
question mode, the bottom display shows three potential an-
swers and activates the adjacent buttons to indicate to the 
user that the answers are selectable. After showing the ques-
tion, Roam-io goes into input mode where it awaits input 
from the user (Fig. 3D). After the user answers the question, 
the device goes into response mode (Fig. 3E) and presents 
the user with the percentage of other people who have an-
swered the same option (Fig. 3F – centre display). Roam-io 
visualizes the results in the top display in the form of bar 
charts to show users the percentage of answers for each op-
tion (Fig. 3F – top display). The result is displayed in textual 
form in the bottom display; e.g., “27% of the people an-
swered the same”. This feedback gives users a sense of par-
ticipation, scale of answers from other people, shared opin-
ions and invokes further curiosity to learn more. 
Pilot Study 
To explore whether Roam-io was effective in attracting peo-
ple and collecting answers, we deployed an early prototype 
with similar types of questions but relevant to the local con-
text at a one-day event in London. During the one-day de-
ployment a continuous stream of people walked up and used 
it, (465 in total during 265 interactions).  1741 answers were 
collected and observed interactions ranged from a few sec-
onds to 10 minutes. The results indicated that (a) people were 
enticed by the installation and understood the questions, (b) 
people were willing to spend time answering questions about 
data and the environment, and (c) that a number of social in-
teractions occurred around the installation that enabled pro-
longed engagement. Overall, the study helped build an initial 
understanding on how the “novelty effect” can be leveraged 
to attract people for public interaction with data.  

USER STUDY 
To study how passers-by interacted with Roam-io we con-
ducted an in the wild study in Madeira. Since there are 
known problems (e.g., [25]) with public installations, the 
primary goal of this study was to verify if and how people 
use Roam-io to interact with, and contribute data. In line 
with our research questions on how to engage the public with 
urban data in situ, our study focused specifically on: 

G1. User Participation: was Roam-io successful in attract-
ing passers-by to engage them in answering questions?  

G2. Answering Questions: did people answer many ques-
tions? How long did they spent answering questions? 

G3. Data Results: what interpretations do people make 
about the data collected from Wi-Fi hotspots?  Can they 
really provide additional insights into the collected data? 

G4. Contextual Data: are users willing to contribute obser-
vations and subjective information? What kind of obser-
vations do they make? Does it fit the ground truth? 

Deployment Area and Data Collection 
Roam-io was deployed for 6 full days (between approx. 
10am and 5pm) during off-peak season in an indoor public 
space next to one of the tourist offices (Avenida Arriaga) in 
Funchal, the capital of Madeira. An information poster and 
disclaimer were placed next to Roam-io to inform passers-by 
about the project. All the interactions with Roam-io and an-
swers given were all logged. We also filmed some of the in-
teractions with Roam-io (with permission). The videos were 
analysed and coded by three researchers to find patterns. We 
counted all passers-by (both those who ignored and those in-
teracted with Roam-io). Ground truth in this study was de-
rived from the sensor data of Beanstalk and a manual check 
of the video logs and coding to verify if people’s contextual 
contributions were accurate with what was filmed. 
Participants 
As the location was publicly accessible, Roam-io was avail-
able to anyone passing by. The study did not require any spe-
cific demographic, knowledge, expertise, or age to partici-
pate. No participants were actively recruited. Passers-by, 
thus, participated on a voluntary basis with no compensation. 
They could simply walk up to the device to start using it and 
could leave at any time.  

 
Figure 3. Overview of the different interaction steps when using Roam-io. To start the users press the button in the center of 
the installation (A-B); the system will then present users with a data visualization, picture, video and question (C-D); after the 
user selects an answer from the panel (E), Roam-io will give feedback to the user and show the overall results (F). 

 



Question types and visualisations 
Roam-io was set up with 34 questions to enable a broad set 
of data input as well as allowing for long interactions without 
repetitions. These included 5 demographics questions about 
nationality and language, 8 contextual questions asking the 
user to describe the environment, 10 data questions in which 
users were asked to comment on an infographic, and 11 fac-
tual questions about Madeira (examples in Table 1).  

Type Question 
Contextual Describe the people around you? Are they... 
Environment What is the current mood here? 
  What is the average age around here? 
  Does this place feel busy to you? 
Contextual Why are you here? 
Demographics What nationality are you? 
  How often have you been in Madeira? 
Data Why is it busiest around lunchtime? 
  Why are there more people at the port in the morning? 
  Why is it quieter in Funchal on a Sunday? 
Factual How many people use the airport on an average day? 
  From what country do most tourists come from? 
  How many tourists come to Madeira each year? 
  What is the wettest month of the year? 

Table 1. A selection of the questions asked by Roam-io. 

Each question had two prescribed answers or could be an-
swered free-form via the keyboard. The keyboard was not 
available for factual questions. The order of questions was 
pseudo-randomized to ensure each category of questions re-
ceived an equal amount of answers. Each of the 10 data ques-
tions were assigned to a specific data visualization (as seen 
for example in Fig. 2) representing actual data extracted from 
the Beanstalk sensing infrastructure. The visualization de-
picted historical tracking data (across days, weeks and even 
months). Each question asked users to ‘vote’ for the best in-
terpretation or contribute a new interpretation of that data set. 
The visualisations were designed as simplified graphs that 
could be easily read, showing peaks and troughs in people 
flows at different locations and times on the island. We were 
interested in finding out what people made of these kinds of 
visualizations. For example, did a peak on a Saturday after-
noon indicate an influx of people visiting a tourist site in the 
city centre or was it representing locals attending a festival? 
This hybrid data was then to be shared with the local tourist 
board, and other communities to help them develop a better 
understanding of the impact of the people flows on specific 
areas and public spaces.   
RESULTS 
Overall, during our deployment in Madeira, we observed that 
15% of passers-by, who were near the tourist information 
centre, approached and interacted with Roam-io. This rate 
might appear low (about 1 in 5 passers-by) but is comparable 
and even outperforms the rates found in other studies of pub-
lic kiosk usage [11, 15]. The majority of interactions lasted 
between 1 and 5 minutes, with outliers of consecutive use up 
to 20 minutes. 50% of all interactions were individuals, while 
the other 50% consisted of group interactions. The questions 
triggered interesting behaviours, such as group discussions, 
cheering or frustrations, and reading questions out loud. The 
type of question triggered different reflections, as there was 
a difference between the time people spent responding to 

data questions as compared to the conceptual and factual 
questions. Finally, the resulting hybrid data set contained in-
sightful data, with contextual answers, factual answers, and 
consistent consensuses for the data interpretations.  
User Participation from Video Logs  
The video analysis showed that during the deployment, 1569 
people walked past Roam-io and of those, 231 people 
(14.72%) stopped to interact with the installation. These 
included a diversity of people, from young children to 
elderly, tourists and locals, and various nationalities. Just 
over half of the interactions recorded (55.6%) were group-
based, with two or more people using Roam-io at the same 
time (the other 44% being individuals). During the group 
interactions, it was typical to observe each member having a 
go at answering the questions rather than just one person. 
One person would read the question out aloud to the group, 
and together they would then discuss potential answers for 
that question. This type of social interaction is illustrated by 
the group of passers-by in Figure 4 who approached Roam-
io (A), read the question out loud (B), discussed possible 
answers (C) and finally committed an agreed answer (D).  

 
Figure 4. A group of passers-by approach Roam-io (A) to read 

the question and answers (B-C) before submitting (D). 

Observed body language of the people who interacted with 
Roam-io indicated they often spent time thinking about the 
questions before answering them. Some passers-by raised 
their hands in the air when they didn’t know the answer; 
others made cheering gestures when they discovered the 
majority of other answers that had been input before them 
were the same. In some cases, passers-by were observed 
appropriating Roam-io, using it for other purposes than what 
it was designed for. For example, some people used it to 
translate words or phrases from one language to the other 
(English and Portuguese) by switching between the two 
languages and looking at the translations on the screen. A 
number of people (13%) returned to interact with Roam-io 
again for a second and even third time. Some of them brought 
other people along (e.g., family members or friends) and 
showed them what to do, acting as ‘champions’ explaining 
how to interact with Roam-io and answer questions.  
Duration and Engagement of Interactions 
On average, interactions lasted between 1 and 5 minutes, 
with some people staying for up to 20 minutes. We 
categorize these intervals heuristically based on the user’s 
intent ranging from answering one question to long 
engagement: 
Interaction attempts (IA): attempts lasting less than 30s and 
consisting of people being enticed to approach and try out 
Roam-io before losing interest and leaving the interaction. 
Mostly, these users answered 1 or 2 questions. 



Short interactions (SI): short interactions typically lasting 
between 30s and 1 minute. For these interactions, we 
observed users that approached and used Roam-io for a 
smaller number of questions, but lost interest and left. Note 
that answering a question only lasts 10 second, meaning that 
people could still answer up to 6 questions in SI. 
Long interactions (LI): long interactions lasting between 1 
and 5 minutes and constituting individuals or groups of 
people who were committed to answering a substantial 
number of questions. In these cases, we observed groups 
talking together to work out answers, as well as individuals 
who spent considerable time answering questions. 
Sustained interactions (SUS): sustained interactions lasting 
more than 5 minutes. Although these were less frequent, they 
demonstrated people’s long-term commitment, answering 
most if not all the questions presented by Roam-io. Often, 
several keyboard answers were given during these sustained 
interactions by either one or multiple users. 

 
Figure 5. Instances and usage time for the 5 interaction dura-
tion categories (IA: <30s, SI: <1m, LI: <5m and SUS: >5m). 

Answering Questions  
Figure 5 shows the four interaction types and time spent. The 
data shows that most questions were answered by people 
who spent more than 1 minute interacting with Roam-io, 
indicating that these answers were provided by people who 
committed themselves to answering the questions.  
Response Times per Question Category 
The logs revealed that there were significant differences in 
the time taken to respond to factual, contextual and data 
questions. Factual questions were answered the quickest, 
with an average time of 5.5s (σ = 2.7s). Contextual questions 
took a bit longer to answer with an average of 8.9s (σ = 5.8s). 
When answering these questions, people were observed 
looking around, e.g., to assess how busy or noisy the location 
was. The data visualisation questions took the longest to an-
swer, with an average of 11.8s (σ = 6.7s). Further analysis 
(using a Kruskal-Wallis test, with Dunn’s Multiple Compar-
ison post-hoc test) showed that the difference in response 
times between the three types of questions was statistically 
significant (p < 0.0001), confirming that the difference in 
time needed to answer items of the three question categories 
generalises across the whole data set. 
Types of Answers and Interpretation of Data Visualisations 
A total of 1035 answers were provided by the passers-by. Of 
these, 66% were answered in English while 34% answered 
in Portuguese. The three types of questions received roughly 
the same number of answers: 346 contextual answers, 345 
data answers, and 344 factual answers.  The number of an-
swers submitted for the data questions was 345, of which 

about 10% were new interpretations of the data entered by 
keyboard. Overall, all questions received a consensus across 
the three options (2 predefined answers and the free-form 
‘other’ option), with an average consensus rate of 53.8% (σ 
= 11.7%) indicating that people clearly selected one option 
over the other two. The keyboard input was also used in sev-
eral instances to add new interpretations, or to explicitly state 
that the user did not know what the answer was. 

106 free-form answers were submitted using the keyboard. 
Of these, 73 were in response to a contextual question and 33 
were responses to data questions. Passers-by used the free-
form input to provide more in-depth contextual information 
(their own observations) but also interpretations of the data 
visualisations, that the researchers and tourist board had not 
considered. For example, when asked why a central area of 
Funchal was so busy early on a Saturday morning, one 
passer-by typed in that it was the time of the arrival of the 
“bolo do caco” - a traditional Portuguese bread that is sold 
then at many stalls. It was also found that the contextual an-
swer provided through Roam-io revealed an error in the raw 
tracking data, as many people indicated that data was wrong. 
E.g., for the airport measurements, passers-by indicated a 
different amount from what was measured, and we found that 
the sensor was incorrectly calibrated, thus, highlighting an 
error in the raw data collected by Beanstalk. 
Data Results from User Interpretation  
345 data answers were provided, of which 33 were new in-
sights entered through the keyboard. Figure 6 (top) shows the 
answers given to the data question that asked, “Why are there 
so many people in this area around 4AM in the morning?” 
alongside the visualization for one day. The majority or re-
sponses selected that people were returning from a nearby 
nightclub. Other answers given through the free-form input 
included “people live there” or “people are looking for free 
‘play’”. Figure 6 (middle) shows the percentage of answers 
given to the question “why are there more people at the air-
port on Mondays?”. People answered that there are more 
tourists that fly to the island on Mondays, while one third 
suggested that there are more business flights on that day. 
Figure 6 (bottom) shows the passers-by’s responses to the 
question, “why does it get busier in the area from May on-
wards?” There was a clear consensus among the answers 
given that there were more events happening in May, while 
a small number suggested a change of weather. In some in-
stances, people did not directly answer the posed question 
but instead provided related information from which an an-
swer could be inferred, e.g., when asked “do you come here 
often?”, one person typed, “I do not live in Madeira”, from 
which the answer could be inferred as a no and in addition 
deduce they were not local. Some answers were quite humor-
ous, e.g., when asked “why is the airport so quiet after 
lunch?”, one person typed “pilots on toilets”, while another 
suggested “planes need to recharge”. We observed how 
many people were prepared to attempt to interpret the data 
visualisations of which some were quite revealing – includ-
ing suggestions not considered by the tourist board. These 
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had to do with people attending certain bars, nightclubs, 
youngster hanging out on the beach, local boat companies 
with long waiting lines, or delayed arrival times of the cruise 
ships. Although the above examples (see Fig. 6) were fairly 
obvious, they demonstrated that it was an effective way of 
getting passers-by to think about what was happening in dif-
ferent places on the island. Furthermore, the results were in-
formative to the tourist board. For example, it helped them 
develop more insightful and better-designed questions about 
the impact of tourism on the island. 
Contextual Data Results  
We were also interested in the extent to which the contextual 
data (observations by passers-by) were useful for under-
standing more about the people count data collected from the 
Beanstalk infrastructure. By matching the user-generated 
data with the count estimation from the Wi-Fi data, we were 

able to analyse the relations between the estimations and per-
ceptions of people. Figure 7 shows, for one day, the answers 
provided by passers-by for the contextual questions, includ-
ing how they described where they were in terms of the 
mood, noisiness, busyness, and who they were with, against 
the people counts provided by the Beanstalk infrastructure. 
On this day, the perceived mood and busyness changed 
greatly depending on the time of day. Busy and noisy periods 
were described by the users at the same time the system de-
tected more people. Passers-by also described the mood be-
ing largely happy when the people count from Beanstalk was 
lowest. When the people count from Beanstalk was lowest, 
passers-by described the mood as being largely happy, but 
quiet and boring. In the morning, passers-by described the 
space as ‘very busy’ but ‘quiet’, while after lunch (2pm), 
people felt ‘bored’ and things were ‘quiet’ and ‘not so busy’.   

 

 
Figure 7. Comparing a day of people counts collected from the 

WiFi hotspots estimating number of people present with the 
perceptions provided by passers-by interacting with Roam-io. 

Figure 8 shows explicitly the relation between the people 
count and the number of contextual answers given by the 
passers-by. Figure 8A shows the quantitative data: the red 
line shows the daily people count numbers from the Wi-Fi 
hotspots, the yellow and green lines show the number of an-
swers for each day (yellow is the raw number, green is the 
scaled number to show the relation to Wi-Fi counts). The 
blocks in Figure 8B show instances of qualitative data col-
lected through Roam-io. These include whether the user was 
a frequent visitor, what kind of people the user observed 
around them, the perceived busyness, how noisy they felt it 
was in the environment, the estimated age of the people 
around them, or the mood of the public at that time. These 
exemplified how Roam-io can construct a qualitative over-
view of what is happening in a space at a certain time. 
Summary of Results 
User Participation – Roam-io was able to attract >200 par-
ticipants who spent between 1 and 20 minutes interacting 
with the system individually or in a group. 
Answering Questions – More than 1000 answers were pro-
vided on facts, demographics, data, and contextual infor-
mation. 106 free-form answers were entered via keyboard. 
Data Results – Passers-by confirmed existing data interpre-
tations and, in some case, suggested new ones.   
Contextual Data – More than 300 observations on perceived 
busyness, type of people, noise, age and mood were collected 
through the Roam-io interface. 
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Question: “Why are there people around at 4am in this area?” 

 

 
Question: “Why are there more people on Mondays?” 

 

 
Question: “why does it get busier from May onwards”? 

 

 
Figure 6. A summary of the answers to three questions 

alongside the visualization presented via Roam-io. 

 



DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we explored the design of a novel physical data 
installation aimed at eliciting public interaction with data. 
We demonstrated the potential of combining quantitative 
sensor data with qualitative user input. By including people 
in the data collection and interpretation loop, our study 
showed how a participatory process, that invites the public to 
not only have access to sensed data collected about them-
selves but also contribute to, enriched their interpretation of 
the data. Overall, our study demonstrates that the public is 
willing and able to spend a significant amount of time inter-
acting with a public data installation to contribute new con-
textual data, by answering questions about data presented to 
them in the form of simple visualisations. 
The Role of a Physical Data Installation 
From our study, we conclude that Roam-io exhibited a strong 
level of ‘playful’ anthropomorphism and interactivity. Its de-
sign (i) overcame interaction blindness [25] to attract a wide 
range of different user (ages, backgrounds), and (ii) afforded 
a ‘walk-up’ and use experience where people could answer 
questions without the need for any learning. Many of the ob-
served participants, such as elderly people, families or 
younger children, are unlikely to be the ones who would 
download a specialist tourism app or go to a website to an-
swer questions. Through an easy to use installation, people 
can decide in situ if they want to explore the system and use 
it, or simply walk away. Furthermore, in contrast to apps or 
websites, such public interfaces elicit group dynamics and 
reflections [25]. In line with previous work [11, 15], we ar-
gue that a physical installation can attract a more diverse user 
group. During our study, we observed that most answers 
were contributed by people who spent at least a few minutes 
using the system (when answering one question takes about 
10 secs), indicating a strong level of engagement. These long 
interactions suggest a willingness by a diversity of the public 
to interact with questions about data and their surroundings. 
Challenges of Hybrid Data Collection through Questions 
Two main challenges when designing a hybrid data collec-
tion approach are (i) how to ask the right questions about a 
given topic or data set, and (ii) asking the right amount of 
questions so that users do not disengage. The questions and 

answers used in Roam-io were constructed around three data 
collection goals: demographic data, contextual data and in-
terpretations of spatiotemporal data about people flows. Spe-
cifically, for the contextual goals, we focused on interpreta-
tions like mood, busyness, noise and type of people in the 
space. These questions have a temporal character and can be 
connected to other data sources that vary over time. But other 
categories of questions could also be chosen to explore other 
elements (e.g., safety or gender) depending on the location 
and purpose. Because of the high number of questions, we 
received about ±30 answers per question. This was sufficient 
for most of the factual, demographic and data questions as 
the numbers provided a convincing consensus or result. 
However, the temporal property of some of the contextual 
questions, where people describe perceptions about the envi-
ronment at a certain point in time, lead to fewer responses 
within certain time windows. Although for many qualitative 
descriptions of the environment (such as busyness or per-
ceived noise) a low number of answers is sufficient to build 
an accurate picture, there are cases where a larger number of 
answers for each question might be needed to understand the 
dynamics in the space. There is, thus, a trade-off between the 
type of question, and the number of answers needed to vali-
date the quality of the resulting data and interpretations. This 
can lead to either a focused dense data set with many quali-
tative answers for few questions, versus a broader data set 
with a wide range of data points and observations. 
Accuracy of Human-Contributed Data 
A question our study raises is how accurate are the answers 
that people provide about what they see, or think is happen-
ing? In our study, the contextual answers provided by pass-
ers-by correlated with the levels of people counted using 
Beanstalk. Most observations and reflections by people, thus, 
matched our ground truth. The findings from our study even 
showed how sometimes the general public was able to pro-
vide new insights that could lead to questioning the validity 
and accuracy of sensed data. e.g., passers-by made better 
guesses about the number of people arriving at the airport, 
than the raw data itself.  However, as with any user-generated 
content platform, there are challenges related to how to ver-
ify quality and correctness [7]. For the data presented in this 
study, we manually verified the contextual environmental 

 
Figure 8. Overview of the hybrid data set. A shows the numbers of WIFI count and answers (real values and scaled). B sum-

marizes the qualitative data (such as noise, age, or busyness) collected with Roam-io.  Each block is one data point. 
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data against the video material. This allowed us to assess the 
contextual answers against ground truth. We further used the 
degree of correctness of the factual questions as an indicator 
for the overall quality of the data set. This suggests that there 
is an opportunity to build validation or verification mecha-
nisms and tools, similar to those from the Crowdsourcing 
[29] or user-generated content [18] communities, into the 
data collection installation to explore ways to automate this 
process. Roam-io could, for example, include validation 
questions where answers from the public are presented back 
to other passers-by for verification. For free-form answers, 
techniques such as NLP could be used to analyse user input. 
Understanding and Contributing Data 
Although many of the responses provided for the data ques-
tions suggested most people understood the question, it is 
less clear to what degree they understood or were intrigued 
about the data represented in the visualisations. The rela-
tively low number of open-ended answers provided to ex-
plain the data visualizations could suggest that in many cases 
people agreed with the pre-defined answers. However, for 
some data questions that require a deeper understanding it 
might be the case that what a passer-by can interpret and sug-
gest about a set of data visualisations which they see for the 
first time, is limited. Our findings showed how many of the 
passers-by did not explicitly elaborate or explain their inter-
pretations of the data. Although they answered the data ques-
tions, it is likely that many did not necessarily perceive the 
questions to be “about data”. However, it should also be 
noted that it may only require a few new insights that can 
prove to be very useful for the local community/authority. 
Hence, it is not necessary that a large number of data inter-
pretations are elicited; maybe a few tourists, locals or others 
can provide inside information for a particular event, playing 
a valuable role, as proposed in forensic data science [13].  
Usefulness of Hybrid Data Set 
Besides being of interest to the general public in terms of 
learning more about who visits where on the island, this data 
set can also help local authorities and tourist boards in their 
monitoring of people visiting places and policy-making strat-
egies. Hence, we argue that combining the two forms of data 
provides an alternative and arguably enriched account for lo-
cal authorities and other communities involved in the plan-
ning and management of urban spaces. Furthermore, by shar-
ing data openly and publicly in the form of a ‘commons’, it 
could increase transparency, ensuring that everyone who 
contributed could also access, use and share the data. Alt-
hough in this particular study Roam-io was integrated with 
the Beanstalk infrastructure and deployed to collect data 
about the spaces around the tourist office, the findings sug-
gest that this kind of hybrid sensing approach could be used 
with other datasets, locations and spaces, using other catego-
ries of questions, answers and visualizations.  
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Our study demonstrates the strong potential for hybrid data 
sets collected through physical data installation, but also 
points to a range of questions for future work: 

Designing for Participatory Data Collection 
Although, as mentioned, there are ways to verify the accu-
rateness and appropriateness of human-contributed data, 
there are more fundamental research questions that need to 
be addressed concerning how to design for participatory data 
collection mechanisms. Specifically issues around human er-
ror, shared redaction of new data, or an advanced contribu-
tion-based Q&A system could help construct dynamic par-
ticipatory data collections. 
Structured vs Unstructured Interaction 
While our 3-button physical interface approach was simple, 
it constrained the complexity of the user interaction leading 
to new insights. More semi-structured approaches with, e.g., 
voice-based interaction could make the free-form answers 
richer and easier to enter. Future research could compare 
voice and touch interfaces to determine which are most used 
and natural when used in a public setting.  
Connecting Nodes  
Our study focused on one particular domain – tourism – 
which directly influenced the interactions, group dynamics, 
and resulting data sets. However, we argue that the approach 
could be scaled up with a ‘connected’ deployment where data 
is directly compared and shared across sites about the entire 
island (in contrast to one area).  
Public interaction with Data 
Our study demonstrated that people are willing to contribute 
their insights about data, but more work is needed to examine 
to what degree people understand data, and how this under-
standing affects the quality of the hybrid data set. 
CONCLUSION 
Automated data collected from urban IoT sensing infrastruc-
tures can be enriched by collecting qualitative data contrib-
uted by people answering specific kinds of questions in situ. 
We have shown how designing and deploying a new type of 
voluntary public data installation provides a richer picture of 
public spaces that can help explain and account for behaviour 
– in this case the flow of tourists on an island. Our ‘in the 
wild’ study demonstrated how Roam-io engaged the public 
at large in answering a range of questions while also trying 
to interpret data visualisations. The resulting hybrid data set 
was able to provide new information and insights for the 
stakeholders. Enabling the public to answer contextually rel-
evant answers in combination with suggesting interpretations 
of data visualisations for a given phenomenon, has potential 
for enabling the public to perceive and understand data about 
themselves and the environment while also providing new 
insights that can inform the management of public services.  
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